WATER     UNDER     THE     BRIDGES
me to stay at the Palace. Moreover, after having agreed to see that
the anti-Italian Press campaign should fade quietly out, the King
insisted on my staying a further two days for some chamois shooting.
This, of course, I was delighted to do, quite apart from the fact that
since it was the eve of his Majesty's official visit to Sofia, it was
extremely interesting from my work point of view to be with him.
My failure, on the other hand, to be in Belgrade to welcome and enter-
tain the Parliamentary Commission caused considerable umbrage to
one or two of its members, who, quite apart from violently criticizing
me on their return to England, as they were fully entitled to do, were,
very improperly, equally outspoken about me to my First Secretary,
Cowan. Yet there are occasions when one's respect for a British Parlia-
mentary Commission must yield place to what a British representative
abroad conceives to be an even greater duty than entertaining its
members.
As it happened, the chamois shooting proved to be a failure.
When we had ridden half the way up the mountain-side the next
morning, the King was suffering so acutely from the return of a pain-
ful malady which he had acquired during the war that he found it
impossible to go any farther. He insisted on my continuing alone,
but half the pleasure was lost for me, and in addition I missed both the
chances which I did get. The next day he was still too unwell to go
shooting, so I again very unwillingly went by myself, but failed to get
a shot at all. I had to get back rather early, as we were leaving
for Belgrade that evening.
On my return I met King Alexander in the hall, and he took me into
my sitting-room, which looked across the lake of Bled with the hills in
the distance. It was a gorgeous autumn afternoon and the view was
a magnificent one. I had shortly before been selected for the post of
Ambassador in Lisbon (subsequently changed to Buenos Aires) and
had been authorized to inform the King of my approaching departure.
In the course of our conversation I mentioned that I felt very sad to
think that I was probably looking for the last time at those lovely
Slovenian mountains. The King said, "Don't say such things. I
would like you always to remember that wherever you are and what-
ever you are doing you have only to let me know and you can coine
back here as my guest whenever you wish." I like to remember the
sincerity with which he spoke and I was deeply touched at the time.
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